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MINUTES OF THE KENT COUNTY LEVY COURT 
REGULAR BUSINESS MEETING 

KENT COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEX 
555 BAY ROAD, DOVER, DE 

LEVY COURT CHAMBER, ROOM 203 
TUESDAY, APRIL 25,2017 

Call to Order 

The Regular Business meeting of the Kent County Levy Court was called to order 
at 7:00p.m. by President Banta. 

Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance 

The Invocation was led by Mr. Howell and the Pledge of Allegiance was led by 
Mr. Hosfelt. 

Moment of Silence for our Troops 

A moment of silence was observed for our Troops and led by Mr. Sweeney. 

Roll call and Determination of Quorum 

Allan F. Angel 
Eric L. Buckson 
James E. Hosfelt, Jr. 
Glen M. Howell 
Terry L. Pepper 
George W. Sweeney, Sr. 
P. Brooks Banta 

Commissioner 
Commissioner 
Commissioner 
Commissioner 
Vice President 
Commissioner 
President 

There are seven (7) Commissioners present at Roll Call 

Adoption of Agenda 

Motion was made by Mr. Sweeney; seconded by Mr. Pepper; carried by roll call 
vote seven (7) yeas to adopt the Agenda as amended. 
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Consent Agenda 17-06 
Items on the Consent Agenda are considered routine and/or non-controversial 
and will be acted upon by a single roll call vote of the Levy Court. There will be 
no separate discussion of these items unless a Commissioner so requests, in which 
event the item(s) shall be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered 
separately. 

• Levy Court Combined Business Meeting Minutes of Tuesday, 
March 28, 2017 

• Levy Court Combined Business Meeting Minutes of Tuesday, 
Aprilll, 2017 

• Committee Meeting Reports ofTuesday, April4, 2017 (Administration 
Committee and Public Works Committee) 

Motion by Mr. Sweeney to approve Consent Agenda 17-06; seconded by Mr. 
Pepper; carried by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 

PRESENTATIONS 

Resolution 3647 

The following was read into the record by Lorri Tanaka: 

WHEREAS, fertile soil and clean water provide us with our daily sustenance, 
and 
WHEREAS, effective conservation practices have helped provide us a rich 
standard of living, and 
WHEREAS, our security depends upon healthy soil and clean water, and 
WHEREAS, stewardship calls for each person to help conserve these precious 
resources, and 
WHEREAS, Kent County Levy Court recognizes the 62nd year of the National 
Association of Conservation District's Soil and Water Stewardship Week, and 
WHEREAS, Kent County Levy Court recognizes the ongoing efforts of the Kent 
Conservation District; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Levy Court of Kent County 
Delaware does hereby proclaim the week of April 30th through May ih and 
Water Stewardship Week for 2017 in Kent County. 

Motion by Mr. Angel approving Resolution 3647, Soil and Water Stewardship 
Week (April30- May 7, 2017); seconded by Mr. Pepper and Mr. Sweeney; 
carried by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 

Employee of the Month -May 2017 

Lorri Tanaka read the following into the record: 

Kent County Department Heads have selected Jessica Steele from the Department 
of Finance as the May 2017 Employee ofthe Month. 
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Jessica has been a Kent County employee since April 2005 and holds the position 
of Accountant II in the general fund Accounting section. Before transferring to 
the Finance Department in 2010, she worked in the Recorder of Deeds office and 
the Comptroller's office. 

According to Finance Director Susan Durham, "Jess is extremely thorough. She 
completes a high volume of work and does it with a high degree of accuracy. She 
provides excellent customer service and diligently researches tough financial 
issues to a satisfactory resolution. She willingly takes on more work when needed 
and has excelled in the cross training efforts implemented by the department." 

Congratulations Jessica on a job well done! She resides in Commissioner 
Howell ' s and Pepper's districts. 

The Tribute reads: 

Kent County Levy Court, May 2017 Employee of the Month, Jessica R. Steele. 

On this, the 25th day of April2017, The Levy Court ofKent County, State of 
Delaware, does hereby recognize Jessica R. Steele, Accountant II, Department of 
Finance, for her exceptional initiative, dedication, and conscientiousness in the 
delivery of services to the citizenry of the County. 

Jessica was met down front by the commissioners and Susan Durham and 
presented with her certificate. Each commissioner expressed their sincere 
gratitude to Jessica for her excellent customer service as well as her commitment 
to her work for Kent County for the past 12 years. 

Resolution 3648 - Kent County Small Business Week 

The following was read into the record by Lorri Tanaka: 

WHEREAS, the success of a business invariably depends upon its reputation in 
the community it serves, and the reputation is nearly always the result of a strong 
company leader; and 
WHEREAS, the Central Delaware Chamber of Commerce engages in activities 
to assist the business community and each year nominates business persons as 
examples of the quality of the businesses in Central Delaware; and 
WHEREAS, this year the Central Delaware Chamber of Commerce has 
nominated the following individuals as outstanding business persons: 

. Small Business of the Year 
CNUFit, LLC 
Pizzadili Winery/Catering 

The Kritter Sitter, LLC 

Corporation of the Year 
Capital School District 
Dover Air Force Base 
People's Place 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that Kent County, Delaware does 
hereby proclaim the week of May 1 through May 5, 2017 as KENT COUNTY 
BUSINESS WEEK. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Resolution be adopted this 25th day of 
April, 2017, and is hereby incorporated into the official minutes of the Kent 
County Levy Court. 

Motion was made by Mr. Pepper; seconded· by Mr. Angel; carried by roll call 
vote seven (7) yeas approving Resolution 3648, Kent County Small Business 
Week. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Sarah Keifer stated these Public Hearings are conducted for the purpose of giving 
the citizens of Kent County the opportunity to present testimony on the 
application and ordinances that are before the Levy Court. Everyone will have an 
opportunity to speak. All statements will be made from the podium at the front of 
the room. For the record, please give your name and address. Copies of any 
written statements or exhibits used during the hearing should be provided to the 
Clerk of the Peace for inclusion in the record for that item. 

For each application before the Levy Court, the President will introduce the 
application; 

The Levy Court will then receive testimony from all of those in favor; 

Testimony will then be received from those who may be opposed. 

After everyone has had an opportunity to speak, the hearing on the application 
will be closed and the Levy Court will then take what action it deems appropriate. 
Levy Court's decision will be based upon public hearing testimony given at this 
meeting as well as a recommendation report submitted to the Levy Court by 
the Regional Planning Commission, and I would ask that that recommendation be 
included by reference in the permanent record of the meeting established by the 
Clerk of the Peace. 

The Public Hearing Notice of the meeting was published in the April 7, 2017 
edition of the Delaware State News. 

PETITION FOR CONDITIONAL USE REQUIRING SITE PLAN 
APPROVAL: 

Mr. Sweeney: 
1. Application #CS-17-01 I Tsaganos Co., LLC; Applicant & Owner: 

Tsaganos Co., LLC c/o Robert Tsaganos; Zoning District I Proposed Use: 
BG (General Business) I Retail Shopping Center & Storage Warehouse w/ 
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Comprehensive Sign Package; Location I ID#: 3.7+ acres on the 
southeast comer ofS. DuPont Hwy. (US Rt. 13) and Walnut Shade Rd. 
(DE Rt. lOA), east of Woodside I NM-00-111.10-01-31.00-00001 

Ms. Keifer: This is a Comprehensive Sign Package, Site Plan, Conditional Use. 
The site is zoned BG (General Business)l3.7 acres on southeast comer of Route 
13 and Walnut Shade Road, east of Woodside. It is inside the growth zone. The 
planning commission took testimony at their April 6th hearing and at their April 
13th business meeting considered the public testimony given as well as the 
character of the surrounding area, and voted unanimously to recommend 
conditional approval. The planning commission suggested conditions are on the 
second page of the recommendation report. Of note, the commission 
recommending that no element of Sign F 1, the large free-standing sign, shall be 
electronic variable message. They also recommended that the existing signs B 1 
thru B4 shall be modified to match the proposed B5, 6 and 7. They also 
recommended that sign F3 be removed from the plan. Furthermore, any existing 
signage on the site that is not included as part of this plan would have to be 
removed prior to final plan approval. 

QUESTIONS 

Mr. Buckson: What were the stipulations again that were placed on it? 

Ms. Keifer: The first one is that no portion of sign F 1, the one shown on the 
screen, shall be electronic variable message; it was originally proposed to have a 
section that was variable message. Given the testimony from the neighbor, and 
his concern about the negative impact on his property, the planning commission 
suggested and the applicant agreed in the hearing, to have that be static. Signs B 1 
thru B4, those are existing on the site and the planning commission is 
recommending that instead of keeping those signs, which are not of uniform 
character, be replaced with signs that match the other ones on your screen, 
B5 thru B7, for a more uniform look. Finally, the planning commission 
recommended sign F3 be removed altogether. They were concerned about the 
close proximity ofF2 and F3, and it was agreed that simply having F2 would be 
sufficient. 

Public Hearing is Open on Application CS-17-01 

IN FAVOR 

Dale McCallister, 14 Willard Circle, Dover, DE: I am representing the 
Woodside Center. The gentlemen who own it now have owned it for a few years. 
When they bought it the signs that are on the building now were already there. 
The small building was a church and lost a tenant so they developed it to put in 
what you see there. We agreed after the neighbor came in that we would do 
away with F 1 and we had a concern about the smaller signs that are on the new 
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building, what I call the remodeled building. All those signs face out and none of 
them will have any light shining on his property. We thought it was a pretty good 
compromise. The planning staff wanted us to make F2 and F3 smaller. The 
compromise that we came up with was to do away with one of the signs. We 
agreed with F1, that we were going to do away with the electronic sign. The 
problem that we are going to have is on recommendation B, which we didn't 
discuss, or I wasn't a part of the discussion. B 1, 2 and 3 are existing signs for 
existing tenants. If in 18 months we go to Allstate, that has three more years left 
on its lease with another five-year plan and tell them they have to take their sign 
down and make it smaller, it's going to be a major problem for us, not a small one. 
It's in their lease and they obtained a county permit to put that sign there. What 
we are doing here is we are trying to take an old shopping center and bring it into 
code. The only reason we are here tonight is because you are not allowed to have 
a sign on a mansard roof in Kent County in a BG district. We went to the staff 
and we said, "Can we get a variance?" they said, "No, you can't get a variance." 
Okay, how can we fix this? They said, "Go thru the comprehensive site plan," so 
that's why we are here tonight. All we are trying to do is take this very old 
shopping center and take a lot of signs, the sign on top of the Green Stinger, and 
some of the signs out by the road that don't meet code. We are trying to do this 
plan so we can bring them into code. The only way we can't do this plan was 
above the mansard roof build a parapet wall. If we build a 3 or 4-foot parapet 
wall across the whole shopping center we could put all the signs up there and not 
be in front of you. As you can, tell what it would cost to build a parapet wall 
down the whole center and all the way around. When Mr. Zimmerman built the 
center across the way, they have a mansard roof but they have a parapet above it. 
So when you have a parapet above it, you put your signs on your parapet. This 
sign just wasn't designed that way; this whole center wasn't. We are doing the 
best we can to bring the situation that this man inherited into, see where it is 
above the canopy? That's the parapet roof I am talking about; we would have to 
build something like that. My issue would be we just can't do it. We can't do it 
in 18 months to a tenant who has a permit for a sign that's 4 foot high and we have 
to make it 2-foot high. What we would propose, we agree that any tenant who 
leaves we would like to be 4-foot high. We would like that whole section to be 4-
foot high signs, so if the Green Stinger loses its lease or goes out ofbusiness we'll 
take the sign down, and any new tenant would have to build a 4-foot high sign. 
We think that's a good compromise. That's suggestion B. 

Mr. Buckson: The signs that are there, that are essentially on the roof, are 
technically not up to code, and the compromise with the RPC was, we'll give you 
the sign up front but then those have to come down. You can put signs up but 
they all have to be uniform. 

Mr. McCallister: We didn't discuss that with the RPC. They looked at the 
recommendation. They wanted to try to make everything uniform; which we 
don't disagree with. The problem with those signs is on that mansard roof. One 
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of them has a permit, one of them got refaced a year later and the Green Stinger 
doesn't have a permit. 

Mr. Buckson: What I am trying to get at is, what we are looking at here. Y ou~are 
being asked to have each one of those taken down, whether or not you are 
currently being asked to do that or we are being asked to consider that, correct? 

Mr. McCallister: Correct. 

Mr. Buckson: And then put up, the same basic spot, just a uniform sign? 

Mr. McCallister: Two foot high. 

Mr. Buckson: It's a uniform sign for each one. I see three signs, we have three 
but they'd all be of like? 

Mr. McCallister: Yes. 

Mr. Buckson: You'd agree to that, but you'd like to do it as they lease out? As a 
new tenant comes in? 

Mr. McCallister: And at 4 feet instead of 2 feet, at the same size as the Allstate 
sign is. 

Mr. Buckson: Is 2 feet or 4 feet a code issue or is that just a number uniformity; 2 
feet was uniform? So that shouldn't be a real big deal if we agree to that? 

Mr. McCallister: It would meet code at 4 feet, but the reason we can't put a 4-foot 
sign on the other building is the canopy's not tall enough. All signs can't go above 
the roofline. So if you put a 4-foot sign on the other section to make it uniform, 
it would be above the roof line, it wouldn't meet code. 

Mr. Buckson: Where's the neighbor located? 

Mr. McCallister: He's behind the shopping center. He's on the same side of the 
road, just south of us. F3 to be removed from the plan; not a problem. But F2 we 
want to make sure, the planning staff recommended that the sign be smaller and 
I'm just worried, 'cause it says and the staff recommendations, I just want to 
clarify that F3 would stay the same size that we've asked for it to be. And if that's 
fine, we are okay with that. D, all the additional signs not approved as part of this 
plan shall be requested removed. The only one that's not part of this plan that 
would have to be removed would probably be Shortcutz sign; we are not ready to 
remove that yet, until we build the other sign. There's a sign there that says 
Shortcutz. If we had to remove that sign to get this plan approved we would be 
taking out a tenant's sign again. There is a little tiny stone wall that says 
Shortcutz. It's on Walnut Shade Road. To get this plan approved we'd have to 
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take his sign down, and we are asking not to have to do that until we get ready to 
build the other sign. When we build the other sign we'd take his down. The last 
thing, everything about this plan has to be done in 18 months. We can't live with 
the 18 months because we have Allstate as a tenant who has a sign that they have 
a permit, for and if we had to take it down in 18 months before the lease was up, I 
think I explained that. As I told you, this is a very old center, we are doing the 
best with what we have, with what we inherited, and when we went to get the 
permits we found out these violations were here, so we are just trying to clean 
them up the best way we can. 

Mr. Sweeney: Going back to all additional on premise signage not approved as 
part of this request shall be removed prior to final plan approval. So, which signs 
are being suggested that have to be removed? 

Mr. McCallister: I believe it's only the Shortcutz sign. All the other ones that are 
up I believe we are leaving until after this hearing, then we get the approval, then 
we can go get the permits for the Stinger, and I believe the nail salon, they did a 
reface within less than a year the sign was there, but the sign was down for a year 
and then they put it back up. These are all things we weren't involved with, the 
current owner wasn't involved with or myself. But I don't believe we have to take 
those down to get these permits. 

Mr. Sweeney: So, is that it right there, in front of that car? 

Mr. McCallister: That's a leasing sign. They're not required a permit. 

Mr. Sweeney: So, I am not sure what sign is affected by option or item D. 

Mr. McCallister: The only one I thought was the Shortcutz sign, sir. 

Mr. Sweeney: That's on Walnut Shade Road, right? That's what I thought. That's 
just a matter of leaving it there until everything's done and then you'll pull it out. 
It's very unobtrusive because I couldn't tell you where it is. 

Mr. McCallister: It's a landscape rock and it's primarily to mark his entrance, 
because he has a separate entrance. Apparently in talking to him, when he bought 
it truck drivers and delivery people were having a hard time finding his entrance 
back there so it was put up to mark his entrance. 

Mr. Sweeney: Let's go back to item B; B1 , 2, 3 4 shall be modified to match the 
other three signs that are being added. Your position is, if you were forced to 
follow that condition you would either have to put a parapet across the top to 
match the other signs OR who would be responsible for paying for those signs if 
they had to change them out to something that was ... 
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Mr. McCallister: The owner of the shopping center. Now if we built the parapet 
wall we would have to be in front of you. That's a huge engineering, and 
changing the whole look of the shopping center and major remodel. But what I 
am getting at, signs B 1, 2 and 3 and 4, we just want to make those 4 feet and 
make them all uniform as the tenants change out, not in the 18 months. It's not 
practical to put a 2-foot high sign on that roofto be seen from Route 13. It's a 
bigger roof, it has a different pitch. 

Mr. Sweeney: So, Sarah, if we were to include a condition that said B1, 2, 3 and 
4 could be modified to the 4-foot sign or must be modified to the 4-foot sign as 
the lessee leases out, who would monitor that? We would never know if the 
lessee leased out unless someone went by there and checked those four signs all 
the time, right? 

Ms. Keifer: No, if you actually look at page 3 of the recommendation report, the 
original Staff Recommendation relative to those signs was that, as they were 
changed out, leasing conditions didn't come into it, as somebody wanted to place 
a new sign, it had to match; it had to effectively be uniform in character to the 
others being proposed. It was a little more vague. So if somebody wants to 
change out a sign, it's got to conform to what the balance of the signs are. We 
would use our GIS to put a note on our maps so that if somebody came in for a 
permit it would flag. 

Mr. Sweeney: So the signs on the south building are how big? 

Mr. McCallister: Four feet. 

Mr. Sweeney: So they are 4-foot. So 4-foot signs on the north side building 
would be 4-foot and would make it conform .... 

Mr. McCallister: I'm sorry; the south side is a 2-foot sign. 

Mr. Sweeney: With the red roof? 

Mr. McCallister: Exactly. 

Mr. Sweeney: So, if we wanted them to conform it would have to be 2-foot along 
that north building? But you are saying that it would be more difficult to see? 
Okay. I do have one other question. I read the entire report from the RPC and I 
do appreciate the compromises that were made to accommodate Mr. Taylor and 
his quality of life, I appreciate that. However, there is a question, signs do not 
include lighting, correct, not the parking lot lighting. Is the applicant going to 
step up and testify? 

Mr. McCallister: He can if you want him to. 
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Mr. Sweeney: I think I'd like him to. 

Robert Tsaganos, 7 Saddle Lane, Wilmington, DE 

Mr. Sweeney: There was a concern, and again I appreciate the compromise for 
removing the electric sign because that would be really intrusive on a neighbor 
that is so close to that south building, there is concern that the lighting in that 
parking lot has been moved up. Has that lighting been affected in the last couple 
of years? 

Mr. Tsaganos: No, that lighting has never raised, that sign is an old sign, we 
never really raised the light or anything. 

Mr. Sweeney: So it's the same light standards that have been in there for a 
number of years? 

Mr. Tsaganos: Correct. 

Mr. Sweeney: When this was coming up before, when Mr. McCallister was in 
Levy Court, I went down there and took some pictures, so that's been, what, Dale, 
maybe four months? Five months ago? I took some pictures then, and then took 
some pictures again today and I don't notice any difference, but I want to make 
sure that there was nothing done to the parking lot that would affect Mr. Taylor's, 
the side of his house and the lights .... to shine down ... 

Mr. Tsaganos: No, it wouldn't affect his house because we have ... the signs on 
this, facing the building that was actually the church, are metal signs and the light 
shines forward not backwards. 

Mr. Sweeney: That would be lights on the signs, but I am talking about light 
standards that shine in the parking lot, like that one right there on the left. 

Mr. Tsaganos: No, we haven't done any adjustments to those lights at all. 

Mr. Sweeney: Alright, thank you. I appreciate that. 

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. McCallister, the 18 month requirement to get fmal approval, 
that's only in effect if we force you to change the signs on the north building, 
correct? 

Mr. McCallister: I believe so. 

Ms. Keifer: I just want to clarify the 18 months. The 18 months is actually a 
code requirement. Whenever you have a site plan approval you have to finalize 
just the site plan, it's not that you have to implement within those 18 months, you 
have to finalize the site plan within those 18 months. Once it's finalize you've got 
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Mr. Sweeney: Is there any reason signage and a better plan for signs hasn't been 
implemented into the County? Because it seems like we get questions all the time 
about signs that we might not be doing it right, and hasn't changed in so many 
years. 

Ms. Keifer: I think you would be hearing from everybody on staff that our sign 
ordinance could definitely stand to be updated. When that happens, it comes 
down to, to what extent is it a priority of the Levy Court for us to devote time to 
it. 

Mr. Sweeney: But it would not be included in the comprehensive plan? 

Ms. Keifer: No, not specifics, about a sign ordinance. There could be a 
recommendation in the comprehensive plan to review it, revise it, perhaps 
consider specific changes, but the ordinance rewrite itself is fairly intensive and 
would be something separate from the plan. 

Mr. Sweeney: Okay, if we do decide to go that route I would like to see 
community members included in that decision making process. 

Ms. Keifer: Of course. 

Mr. Sweeney: Thank you. 

Mr. McCallister: Commissioner Sweeney, let me just add on to that. This 
comprehensive sign plan is a good thing to do, it really is, it really solves most of 
the problems, it is design based, it is where the community and the neighbors can 
work together. The problem with this comprehensive sign plan is we're not 
starting from scratch and it's not a major remodel. We've inherited a shopping 
center, it is what it is. The county sign ordinance isn't a bad sign ordinance, it's 
probably better than most. What happens over time is that, when people 
interpret the ordinance, as people come and go, it changed the way the code is 
interpreted, it's all human nature, and it's what they read. That's when you have 
problems, it gets interpreted differently, it gets done differently, and you go, that's 
not the way it used to be. As a rule, the ordinance itself is pretty good, the 
comprehensive sign plan that Mr. Petit de Mange really put in 15, 20 years ago 
has really served the county really well. 

Mr. Buckson: I just want to weigh in quickly. I have a whole file ofinformation. 
I have had the conversation with Sarah. Mr. McCallister, I am more than happy 
to bring forth some conversation, a rewrite, or not necessarily a rewrite but a 
tweak. My problem is, and the reason it hasn't been brought forth is 'cause this 
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Levy Court has, in the past, chopped my head off any time I've supported signs. 
So, if we can do this, I don't want my head getting chopped off, alright? 

Mr. Sweeney: I am in favor of everything but more signs on Route 1. 

Mr. Buckson: Route 1 is where it's at, I mean, really. 

William Taylor, 6967 S. DuPont Highway, Woodside, DE: What I am 
questioning is, if the applicants change out when the lease changes, there is no 
way of monitoring any upgrades if you are going to go 18 months; 18 month; 18 
months; 18 months. You can change from a blue sign to a green sign to a yellow 
sign. There's nothing that's written that's saying that implements a change. 
The sign that was going to go up, that was an on-going sign, which was 
illuminating; I'm going to call it the disco sign. We have a lot of traffic in the 
area. Walnut Shade Road is right down from Poly Tech and I've had my mailbox 
knocked over several times; basically kids coming down the road, the median is 
right there, they go off and they just hit it. What I'm asking is not, nothing 
ridiculous. I'm just asking can we just make something that's standard that we can 
all get along with. That's all I'm asking. 

Mr. Sweeney: My thanks to you for what happened during the RPC and the 
compromises that were made. They took away the electronic signs, so you won't 
have that Price Honda flashing sign in your windows anymore. You had asked 
about the light standards, the light standards according to Mr. Tsaganos have not 
been raised, so I'm not sure why that's changed and why you're now feeling that 
pain in your house. I don't know what else could have changed. 

Mr. Taylor: It might have been because they took a lot of trees bordering our 
property out. 

Mr. Sweeney: That could be. 

Mr. Taylor: What they did by taking those trees out, you illuminated my house. 
It wasn't because the trees were going bad, I think you were trying to attract 
attention from Route 13 to your business. There's other ways of advertising other 
then let's have signs out. 

Mr. Sweeney: Most of the new signs that they are putting in are facing away 
from your house. They really shouldn't have too much of an impact on your 
house, the only problem was them removing; now the trees were on the 
businesses property, correct? 

Mr. Taylor: Right. They bordered our property. 

Mr. Sweeney: I'm not sure how to handle that. I don't know ifthere's anything 
we can do. 
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Mr. Taylor: Probably not. I just want to bring it to the Levy Court's attention. 

Public Hearing is Closed on Application CS-17-02 

Mr. Sweeney: I want to thank the applicant and the neighbors for being so 
accommodating to each other to make this work. 

I Move to approve CS-1 7-01, Comprehensive Sign Package, with the following 
conditions: no element of Sign F1 shall be electronic variable message; Signs B1 
thru B4 shall be modified to 4 foot high signs as the current lessee leaves; and it is 
stated that staff recommends that attached signage on B 1 thru B4 be replaced 
with signage of a uniform size and shape which is 4 foot similar to that of the 
southernmost building facing Walnut Shade; sign F3 shall be removed from the 
plan. All additional on-premise signage not approved as part of this request shall 
be removed prior to project completion. Existing roof mount signs approved as 
part of this request must remain attached to the building at the base of the peak 
and shall not be moved to any higher position on the roof. The plan must achieve 
final approval within 18 months of the date of preliminary approval; seconded by 
Mr. Pepper. 

Roll Call: 

Mr. Angel: Yes, reasons stated by Commissioner Sweeney. 

Mr. Buckson: Yes, for the reasons stated by the applicant and his representation 
and Commissioner Sweeney. 

Mr. Hosfelt: Yes, based on the recommendations of staff. 

Mr. Howell: Yes, for reasons stated. 

Mr. Pepper: Yes, recommendations of staff and reasons stated. 

Mr. Sweeney: Yes, per my motion as well as the recommendation ofthe RPC 
and the recommendation of staff. 

Mr. Banta: For the reasons stated by Mr. Sweeney, recommendations of staff, 
RPC and the cooperation between the applicant and the neighbor, I vote yes. 

Roll Call reveals seven (7) yeas. Application CS-17 -01 is approved'. 

Mr. Buckson: 
1. Application CS-17-02, Application# I File Name: CS-17-02 I 

Bendelewski, Daniel & Carol; Applicant: Eco-Site, Inc. c/o Tracy White, 
Pyramid Network Services; Owner: Daniel B. & Carol D. Bendelewski; 
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Zoning District I Proposed Use: AC (Agricultural Conservation) I 
Telecommunications Tower; Location I ID#: 23 + acres on the north side 
ofCedarfield Rd. (Co. Rd. 378A), approximately 613ft. east of Pintail 
Pointe Dr., southwest of Magnolia I SM-00-121.00-01-23.07-00001 

Ms. Keifer: Application CS-17-02 is a Conditional Use Site Plan for a 
Telecommunications Tower. The site is zone AC (Agricultural Conservation); it's 
on the north side of Cedarfield Road, just east of Pintail Pointe Drive, southwest 
of Magnolia. It is inside the growth zone. The planning commission took 
testimony at their April 6th hearing, at their April 13th business meeting they 
voted unanimously to recommend conditional approval. That recommendation 
also included approval of a waiver from the siting requirement. 

Public Hearing is Open on Application CS-17-02 

IN FAVOR 

Jonathan Jordan, 717 Constitution Drive, Exton, P A: We are here tonight on 
behalf of Echo-Site, Inc., who is building this tower forT-Mobile Northeast, 
LLC. By the way, I also have proof in the record, that's exhibit 13, that goes 
in great detail factually about the site selection and why we need this site. If you 
turn to tab 6 of the 3-ring binder, these are propagation maps that show before and 
after where we are with cell coverage. Between 2007 and 2013 there's a 30,000% 
increase in the demand of traffic on cell networks. Since 2013, I don't have real 
numbers but I don't think it's slowed down at all; we are to a point where nearly 
half of households don't have landlines. Approximately 70% of 911 calls are 
made from wireless phones. Cellphones are part of all of our lives and the 
demand has just grown by leaps and bounds. If you look at exhibit 6, the first 
page shows the proposed site, and if you look around the site, or you look around 
the map, the darker areas are in building coverage, meaning the signal could get 
inside of the house or office building. The next shade lighter is car coverage, so if 
you are driving around in a car, that's the signal that you would get. As you get 
progressively lighter those are marginal signals. If you look at exhibit 5, that's 
our plot plan, it's a 23 acre site, we are looking for a conditional use site plan 
approval and we are also asking for a waiver from section 205-360 AI , A4 of the 
ordinance which requires that property which a cell tower is sited needs to have 
1 000' setbacks from all property lines. In this case, our property's regular shaped, 
it's 2400 feet wide, but only 600 feet deep, so the planning staff and the planning 
commission agreed that we would suffer hardship if we did not get this waiver 
because we are very limited in the way we can go with the tower. There's a very 
small area where we can put this tower and have it work the way it's shown on the 
propagation maps. There's a report in the Exhibit binder, exhibit 9 talks about the 
emissions from this tower are less than 1% of the FCC limits. There's a structural 
analysis that say that the tower will be designed to all the applicable safety 
standards. We have clearance from Dover Air Force Base to put this up. I offer 
these exhibits in the records. 
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Mr. Buckson: I would suggest that this Court is satisfied with the explanation in 
the packet, you've confirmed there is nothing unique about this tower, it is 
somewhat common to the other one's we've approved. There are no issues with 
safety, no studies that have been presented here recently that show cell towers are 
of any concern, that you are aware of. I suggest we have enough information 
from you. 

IN OPPOSITION- None 

Public Hearing is Closed on Application LC-17-02 

Mr. Buckson: I recommend- Move- conditional approval ofCS-17-02, 
Conditional Use Site Plan for a Telecommunications Tower located inside the 
growth zone. It's based on Exhibit A, staff recommendations, Exhibit B, the 
public hearing and the information found in your packet, to include the waiver 
request; seconded by Mr. Angel. 

Roll Call: 

Mr. Buckson: Based on the comments previously made, my motion, yes. 

Mr. Angel: Based on comments said, RPC approval and staff, and the fact that I 
follow through every time a telecommunications comes forth, we are losing wire 
lines quicker and we need to have more towers up, and for the safety of our 
people, so yes. 

Mr. Pepper: Yes, based on the testimony given tonight and the reports submitted 
by the applicant, plus the information given tonight and asked by the 
Commissioners. Also, back in the 90's Levy Court would try every reason to find 
not to allow cell towers or towers of any type to be up, but it was a different world 
back then. Today it's a matter of public safety. As you can see from the map 
that's presented here tonight, the coverage would be greatly enhanced and better 
serve the people who most often have cell phones today and not landlines. So, 
it's a matter of public safety, so yes. 

Mr. Hosfelt: Based on staffs recommendation, yes. 

Mr. Howell: Yes, reasonable request and no objections. 

Mr. Sweeney: Yes, for all reasons stated. 

Mr. Banta: Based on recommendations of RPC and the staff, considering the 
conditional approval as well, I vote yes. 

Roll Call reveals seven (7) yeas. Application CS-1 7-02 is approved. 
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Mr. Sweeney: 
1. Resolution 3638, Resolution Establishing Derby Shores Street Light District 

No. 179 

Andrew Jakubowitch: We were approached by the development with a petition 
and the petition provided a majority vote in favor of a Street Light District. This is 
establishing a district within Delmarva Power Electric's area. There are 16 lots that 
would be affected by this street light district. 

Public Hearing is Open on Resolution 3638 

IN FAVOR 

Bill Shirey, 119 Lake Front Drive: I represent the residents of Derby Shores. We 
are petitioning Levy Court and asking to establish a Street Light District. Seventy
five percent of our residents are in favor of forming a Street Light District. We 
would ask that Levy Court honor that request. It's like midnight back there every 
night. We really need it. There's a lot of things that could go on at night in our areas 
and we just feel like we'd like to light the place up, then it would look like it should 
be lit up. 

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Shirey, with so many benefits that come from street lights in the 
neighborhood, were there any reasons given for the neighbors who didn't vote for it? 

Mr. Shirey: Some of them are not part of our association, the other folks just had 
little lights out and they thought that was enough. You can go in there and there's 
cars parking 11:00 at night, I think we all don't have to elaborate on that. We have a 
good community, we take care of it, and the lights would be a good addition. We 
want to light it up and keep our people safe. 

IN OPPOSITION- None 

Mr. Sweeney Moved to approve Resolution 3638, a Resolution Establishing 
Derby Shores Street Light District No. 179, based on a majority of community 
approval, the fact that street lights are a deterrent to residential crime and an asset 
to the community; seconded by Mr. Pepper. 

Roll Call: 

Mr. Angel: Yes, reasons stated by Commissioner Sweeney and no opposition. 

Mr. Buckson: Yes, per comments stated. 

Mr. Hosfelt: Yes. 

Mr. Howell: Reasonable request, no opposition, yes. 
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Mr. Pepper: Yes, for all reasons stated, it would complete the neighborhood and 
make it a safer neighborhood. 
Mr. Sweeney: Yes, per my motion. 

Mr. Banta: Based on Commissioner Sweeney's motion, I vote yes. 

Roll call reveals seven (7) yeas. Resolution 3638 has been approved. 

Mr. Buckson: 
1. Ordinance LC17-12, An Ordinance authorizing the issuance ofup to 

$215,000 additional General Obligation Debt of Kent County for the 
construction and equipping of certain facilities for the Kent County 
Sewage Disposal District No. 1 (Milford Neck Road Area Properties) 
and authorizing all necessary actions in connection therewith. 

Mr. Jakubowitch: This is Ordinance LC17-12 for supplemental funding to 
support the septic elimination project in the Milford Neck area. The supplemental 
funding was approved under USDA in December of2016 and approved by Levy 
Court January 10, 2017. The total amount of the additional funding was 
$640,000.00 with $425,000.00 in grant and $215,000.00 in loan. That's the 
requirement for the ordinance authorizing the additional General Obligation Debt. 
As a separate note, this project is currently under construction. 

IN FAVOR- None 

IN OPPOSITION- None 

Public Hearing is Closed On Ordinance LC17-12 

Motion by Mr. Buckson to approve Ordinance LC17-12, an Ordinance 
authorizing the issuance of up to $215,00.00 in additional General Obligation 
Debt of Kent County for the construction and equipping of certain facilities for 
the Kent County Sewage Disposal District No. 1 (Milford Neck Road Area 
Properties) and authorizing all necessary actions in connection therewith; 
seconded by Mr. Pepper. 

Roll Call: 

Mr. Angel: Yes, reasons stated by Commissioner Buckson. 

Mr. Buckson: Yes, we're getting closer, no public opposition and staff 
recommendations. 

Mr. Hosfelt: Yes, in support of staffs recommendations. 

Mr. Howell: Yes, no opposition. 
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Mr. Pepper: Yes, staff recommendation. 
Mr. Sweeney: Yes, for all reasons stated. 

Mr. Banta: With the outstanding presentation of Mr. Jakubowitch and Mr. 
Buckson's endorsement I vote yes. 

Roll call reveals seven (7) yeas. Ordinance LC 17-12 is approved. 

Public Hearings Closed 

Old Business- None 

New Business 

Mr. Angel: 
1. FY2018 Health/Medical Insurance 

04/25117 

Mr. Petit De Mange: Thank you, Mr. Angel. Each of you received in your packet 
a memorandum from personnel director Mr. Kujala who is out of town on County 
business this evening and in it, it essentially recaps previous discussions, 
specifically from the 11th of April, where at the time Levy Court reviewed a 
variety of proposals relative to employee and retiree health coverage. Based on 
that meeting there is a suggested motion that captures what the sentiment of Levy 
Court was at the time. Essentially what you had discussed, and there was some 
consensus on the 11th' was to remain with Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Retrospective Plan. The merits of that were provided to you previously. The 
other component of that discussion was the employee contribution component of 
all the various permutations of the plan would remain constant, similar to the 
amounts assessed in the current year. Mr. Kujala has provided a suggested 
motion to you. I realize there may be some additional discussion on this subject 
and in anticipation of that we've invited back our insurance consultant, Mr. 
Strickland. He is here to assist us as we discuss this very somewhat vexing 
challenge of providing employee health coverage. Mr. Angel? 

Mr. Angel: Thank you, sir. Mr. Strickland, I know we have a question coming 
forth from Mr. Buckson. 

Mr. Buckson: I actually want to have a discussion. That' s the request I am 
making tonight. I was not able to attend last week; I believe Commissioner 
Howell may not have been here also. I believe this is a big decision we are 
making. I am pleased there are representatives from the Employee Counsel here, 
as well as employees, because we need to do this in an open forum so people hear 
this and they can weigh in fairly, whether that's by criticism or support, however 
it might be. These are the facts as I know them. You can always correct me, 
although ifi am within the ballpark, that's what I am intending to do. For 
example, in '07 when I was first seated at this podium, the premium for employee 
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healthcare was $540.00 for an individual and $1,600.00 for family. Ten years 
later it's $915.00 and $2,500.00. The steps that the County has taken, recently 
was out of necessity not out of want. We added a $30.00 premium, and then went 
to a $60.00 premium. I would argue that we have to continue in that manner if we 
are going to be fiscally responsive to what we are dealing with. I didn't say we 
want to do it; I said we need to acknowledge it has to be considered. The reason 
that I am stating this is because some of the information in the packet 
demonstrates that our single premium is significantly below what our peers are 
paying. Am I asking for us to be equal to them? No. I am asking that we 
consider getting this closer in line with what a peer reviewed premium would look 
like. Not a public sector or private sector, because I've communicated with 
several private sector healthcare packages and they are upwards of 30, 35 percent 
for a single premium. Ours is at 6 percent right now. A peer averages around 13, 
13.5. I would suggest three things: I would suggest you do nothing, which is 
what we agreed to do last week. I wouldn't support that, although I am not going 
to vote against the budget. I would publically state for the record that's not a wise 
move, and just go on with it and accept the criticism that comes my way. At a 
minimum, I would ask that we go $15.00 more but that we avoid the increase on 
the family, because while the single per is exceptionally low our family coverage 
is exceptionally high. I am not asking tonight that we balance healthcare on the 
backs of employees, what I'm asking is to balance healthcare that we offer to our 
employees. I want to bring it to a more balanced approach. The third option that 
I would offer, and the one that I think is the most intriguing would be a 
percentage pay, 12.5 percent is the number that was floated to me that would be 
us more in line with what peers, Dover, State, other municipalities in the area are 
paying. I would argue that is a little too high, that's too big a jump at this 
particular moment, that puts a single per around $120.00, which is still below the 
market but a lot higher than what they are currently paying. I am not asking for 
that. I would entertain an increase at 10 percent which is definitely a raise, but it 
would be 1 0 percent across the board, meaning the single pair would have to pay 
some more, might creep up to $100.00. The family pair obviously would drop 
significantly, not to a point where it is as low as them but it would put them in the 
ballpark; they're so far out of the ballpark it's not even close. I would argue that 
we defend the move because this Levy Court made a significant step in the right 
direction by offering the one percent COLA, $500.00 bonus and two percent Step 
increase. The lowest pay increase in the county right now is going to be about 
$1,300.00, which is where I might be getting my numbers wrong, the highest raise 
is over $4,000.00. If you stuck with the 75, you're looking at $180.00 you're 
asking back. I would argue that's a fair request, I would argue to an employee 
we've given you a significant raise of which you've earned, we're not asking to 
penalize you, we are asking you to realize that this healthcare thing is out of 
control and we need your help, we need to balance this thing, and I need your help 
in doing so. 

Mr. Angel: Nationally they are looking at crossing the lines to open up insurance 
across state lines, so it may create more competition and lower rate fee, per se. I 
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thought we all last week agreed to stay the course and move forth this way and 
give it time and look at this and see what's going to happen. As of right now we 
don't know what's going to happen. I felt this was a good positive way to move 
forth. Your comments are well taken; I just wish we had that discussion last week 
so we had more time to digest. 

Mr. Banta: Two comments I would make. Commissioner Buckson certainly 
makes some good points we need to be validated, but by the same token I think 
they're good points I believe that we could achieve by making some minor 
adjustments. The problem that I personally have is that, since I'm chairman of 
fmance and work on a weekly basis with our finance director, she and I have 
talked about this numerous occasions and have agreed that there was an amount 
built into our budget for this coming fiscal year that would actually accommodate 
what we are doing, not moving ahead from 60 to 7 5. Based on that and based on 
the recommendation that we had and knowing full well that it was part and 
partial, moved right into the budget process, I would recommend that we stay at 
where were two weeks ago. 

Mr. Sweeney: I can remember sitting in the same meetings with Mr. Buckson and 
agreeing with everything he said. We knew this was coming. We knew this 
insurance was going to get out of hand. We knew we were going to have to start 
pushing off on the employees. Two years ago we did, last year we increased it. 
The comments that were made during Mr. Kujala's presentation last week were 
that, if we start looking at some type of alternative healthcare option, which is the 
self-insured models, whether it's the Benecon or Divot, there's a very good 
chance that we keep the same type of coverage insurance is going to go up 
tremendously next year, which is going to have to get pushed off on the 
employees. I know it's coming. However to Mr. Angel's comments, there have 
been some suggestions by The White House that hopefully will fix healthcare, we 
don't know. We've already hit the employees two years in a row, considering the 
fact it was only $55,000.00 is what we would be covering. I think I agree with 
Mr. Angel. We stay the course this year and next year we are looking at 
significant increases the employees are going to have to help us with. We are 
hopeful that the current employee counsel will work with us over the next year, 
understand what's coming, work with Mr. Kujala, work with Mr. Strickland to 
understand what the options are and what we're facing, not only whether we stay 
with High Mark or we go with some other option. But also, one of the comments 
Mr. Kujala made was the reason why our premiums are so much higher is because 
of the number of claims that come out of our organization. The way you fix that 
is through a wellness program, and that wellness program teaches employees how 
to go about being better, healthier employees so they don't have to go to the 
doctor and make those claims, which lowers the number of claims we have over a 
period, which lowers our premiums. 

Mr. Banta: Mr. Sweeney, the number is actually $53,900.00. 
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Mr. Hosfelt: I agree with everything Commissioner Buckson has said. My 
comments two weeks ago were based out of a sense of fairness to all the 
employees. When I looked at it, I looked at it as if two people that worked in 
finance; one person had a family, the other one didn't. We had the same 
employee doing the same job, but yet they' re paying significantly different 
percentages. So, it was out of a sense of fairness that my comments from two 
weeks ago came. I agree that we are going to have to get to a point where I think 
everybody pays the same percentage, whether you choose a family plan or you 
choose an individual plan, I think is based on your individual needs, obviously, 
but I think we' re going to have to get to that point. 

Mr. Buckson: If it' s a percentage, next year it's an insurance premium cut, 
correct? If the premium goes down than the percentage that they pay goes down, 
also. Well, you've already said Trump's going to save us. I can't believe this 
Democratic Counsel said Trump' s going to save us, but you guys heard that. The 
White House is going to save healthcare. I don' t know how to win that argument 
about $55,000.00; this is not about $55,000.00. This is a systemic problem, this is 
a system problem that we need to address and all I am hearing is next year we are 
going to have to address it. Well, I've been hearing that for 10 years. So, guess 
what, next year when the tax increases and the significant employee increases 
come up, I'm voting no. You can have your tax increase and you can have all 
these other increases and I'm going to vote no because for the last eight years I've 
been pushing. We've got to keep looking and doing something. Every year I've 
offered a solution and I've taken heat. I've stated it in public forums, I'm not 
hiding. Mr. Kujala said that to me, he is very concerned that the changes that we 
make will not have a positive bottom line, but if they did that percentage would 
reflect it. We've got to do something about the cost to families, figure it out; do 
something, do something this next month, but do something. If you've got 55 
then you've got 155, but start helping those folks because that number there is out 
of control. 

Mr. Sweeney: I am also a State employee, but I'm also a County employee but I 
choose to stay on the County's plan so I know how it affects the employees when 
we're recommending these rates because I'm paying the same rates. I could 
switch back over to the State and get somewhat better plan and save myself nearly 
$200.00 a month on the family plan but I know how it affects employees and I 
want to have a stake in the game. That' s where I stand. 

Mr. Angel: I just want to clarify something; NACo is working very hard with our 
legislatures and congressman, not The White House per se, but them, to work it 
from the bottom up, not the top down. That's why I am looking at this as a 
positive. That's a NACo initiative, not a White House initiative. 

Mr. Angel: I move to extend the existing agreement with Highmark Blue Cross 
Blue Shield Delaware, Inc. for the employee/retiree health/medical insurance 
program, brokered through L& W Insurance at the current consulting fee, for 
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Fiscal Year 2018 for an ACA qualified EPO/Modified HRA plan with High 
(100%) and Low (90%) options and the Medicfill plan utilizing the phantom rates 
presented with no change to the individual and dependent cost share, and 
authorize the President of Levy Court to execute an agreement for services; 
seconded by Mr. Sweeney; carried by roll call vote six (6) yeas; one (1) nay 
(Buckson). 

Mr. Angel: 
2. AFSCME Council 81 Unit 781 -Successor Collective Bargaining 

Agreement (paramedics) 

Mr. Petit de Mange: As we reported last week to the Commissioners in our 
Executive Session, the County has reached an agreement with our Local 
AFSCME Counsel 81, Unit 781, which is the paramedic union. Mr. Briel is here, 
he was part of the negotiating team, we appreciate all the hard work he and his 
colleagues put into this agreement and we spent many months working at it. I'd 
also like to thank William Pepper who was our Chief negotiator on the County 
side of the negotiations. Bill, we appreciate your leadership. 

Mr. Buckson: I understand there's a 1% automatic raise, similar to the one in the 
Public Works Department, correct? My question is, is there anything else in there 
that I'm missing that is not sort of boilerplate? Is there anything else in there that 
stands out, other than like uniforms and stuff? 

Mr. Petit de Mange: Just to clarify, the provision regarding the 1% applies as 
such, it says whenever there's any increase provided to other employees outside 
the union, at minimum they get a 1%. So, ifthere was a half percent COLA, the 
union would get a 1%, but if there's nothing given than there's nothing given. 

Mr. Buckson: I understand that, which is why I state to the employees today, that 
I would essentially say we are agreeing to a 1% raise for all employees, whether 
they're unionized or not. 

Mr. Angel: I Move to approve the successor collective bargaining agreement 
with AFSCME Council81/Local Affiliate 781 representing eligible Kent County 
emergency medical services employees as recommended and authorize the 
President to execute the document on behalf of Levy Court; seconded by Mr. 
Pepper; carried by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 

Mr. Hosfelt: 
1. Nomination of John Foltz, Jr. to the Board of Adjustment 

Motion by Mr. Hosfelt; seconded by Mr. Sweeney to approve Mr. Foltz to the 
Board of Adjustment; carried by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 

Other Business 
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Motion by Mr. Pepper to go into Executive Session immediately following 
Business Meeting for preliminary discussion on site acquisition for a publicly 
funded capital improvement; legal strategy session regarding collective 
bargaining or pending or potential litigation; and personnel matters pursuant to 29 
Del. C. 10004(b) (2), (4), and (9); seconded by Mr. Sweeney; carried by roll call 
vote seven (7) yeas. 

Mr. Pepper Moved to go into Executive Session immediately following the 
Committee Meetings on Tuesday, May 2, 2017 for preliminary discussion on site 
acquisition for a publicly funded capital improvement; legal strategy session 
regarding collective bargaining or pending or potential litigation; and personnel 
matters pursuant to 29 Del. C. 10004(b)(2), (4), and (9); seconded by Mr. 
Sweeney; carried by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 

Informational Items 

Mr. Petit de Mange: 
1. Thursday, April27, 2017 Kent County will be hosting the Youth in 
Government Day. The count is up to 53 11th grade students from Boys State and 
Girls State to participate in activities related to local government. I will need 
some help in the early part of the day to conduct the mock Levy Court meeting; 
some of the staff are going to be helping as well. I believe some of the 
commissioners have already committed to being here; I welcome all of you if you 
can make it, even if it is for an hour or less. Thank you. 

Mr. Banta: I have made every one of these meetings with these young men and 
women; the best of the best thru out Kent County. I won't be here initially but I 
am sure the commissioners who are here can start, and I am confident the staff 
will be here to help support the program. These are great kids and deserve an 
opportunity to be a part of this, make up judgments, make appointments, and vote 
on issues. It's going to be important that all who can be here, you need to be here. 

Public Comments 

Kris Connelly: I think there's been significant progress with regard to 
healthcare, that we've seen this year and all of the alternative options that have 
been explored. It appeared thru the work of Levy Court, Administration, the 
Wellness Task Force and the Employee Counsel that we almost got there. I am 
happy continue to work to get to that goal that I believe we almost got to this year, 
as I think it's critically important that we find the way to extricate ourselves from 
the commercial insurance renewals that we all acknowledge are going to continue 
to go up. We found a sort of hybrid option this year with the retrospective plan, 
which I hope will pay dividends to us and the other big thing that goes into the 
Benecon and the Divot Plan Mr. Sweeney that you mentioned, is the Wellness 
Plans are built right in. They incentivize, pay employees to get things like 
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physicals and other examinations to help prevent and further educate people to the 
healthcare network, so that we can help eliminate some of those big ticket costs 
and increased claims. I think, ultimately the County and these options will work 
out these few little wrinkles. We almost got there this year; I wish that we could 
have gotten there. I'm happy to continue my work with that and with 
administration and Levy Court to help inform you guys to make the best decision 
next year. Thank you. 

Mr. Banta: I'll agree that there was a lot of effort; you did get to the maximum 
goal. I think things as simple as annual checkups would be great. I know for men 
and women there · are things they should have done, but for some reason they 
don't always do that. Maybe with a little bit of encouragement, prices will go 
down and things will work out. 

Romaine Whitcomb: Addressed the commissioners from the audience and 
thanked them for the outstanding job they do through-out the year. 

Mr. Sweeney: Ms. Whitcomb, if you'd run for office I'd vote for you. 

Mr. Banta: Ms. Whitcomb, you are very sincere, and whenever there is an issue 
you have a question about you use to call me, you haven't called me for a while. I 
always answered the phone and we always talked for maybe 10 minutes, maybe a 
half hour, but at the end of the day, everybody was happy, including you. Thank 
you for being here. 

Commissioner Comments 

Mr. Sweeney: This past weekend we had our lOth annual, 12th annual, 15th 
annual, what am I looking at Jeremy? Many, many years of Earth Days at the 
Hunn Property and on my drive over there at 9:00 in the morning it was pouring 
down rain and I thought for sure I was going to have to work my butt off. When I 
got there, I was there for 10 minutes and those guys were coming out of the 
woods. They were done with everything within a half hour of everything that 
Jeremy and Wayne and Mike Rigby had set up for them to do with the Hunn 
Property. There were families there, there were a lot of volunteers from the 
DAFB and I want to publically tell them we appreciate all that the DAFB does, 
especially on Earth Day and Make a Difference Day. Also to extend my thanks to 
Jeremy and Wayne and Mike for all that they did, because these guys work 
yeoman's hours on Saturdays cooking hotdogs and buying donuts and signing 
people in and making sure they have all the right tools and gloves. Thanks, 
Jeremy, and please pass my thanks along to your staff. 

Motion to Adjourn was made by Mr. Sweeney; seconded by Mr. Angel; carried 
by roll call vote seven (7) yeas. 8:53p.m. 
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